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iPinium Grill Fry Bake (GFB) GN 2/3 5 mm
Fry grid suitable for frying, baking and grilling in the oven 
– with great results. 

On one side a grilling grid that gives you those wonderful, classic grill 
stripes and the most juicy meat you can imagine – all thanks to iPinium’s 
unparalleled and patented aluminium alloy. On the other side a baking grid 
developed especially for those who love to bake a lot and who desire the 
best possible result every time. That side is also perfectly suitable for fry-
ing. Our combination grids are simply a must, in the professional kitchen 
as well as in the home kitchen. 

Our products’ optimal capacity for absorbing, retaining and transferring 
heat as good as halves cooking time, compared to regular oven fry grids. 
At the same time our grids help preserve fluid in the raw produce. The 
food, quite simply, tastes better. Dishes also look more appetizing since 
the iPinium grilling grid gives a wonderful cooking surface with beautiful 
grill stripes. 

There is no need to use any fat while cooking. The produce will not burn 
on our unique surface. This of course means that you can offer guests a 
healthier, more nutritious meal. 

After eating, when it is time to do the dishes, there is another suprise. 
All you need to get the fry grid sparkling clean is lukewarm water and a 
plain scrubbing brush. If you’re using a dishwasher, our tests show that 
you can halve washing time with an iPinium fry grid compared to a regular 
professional fry grid.

This grid is suitable for about 6-7 chicken fillets, weighing about 135 
grams each.

This is what we mean with a whole new way of cooking! 

Item nr.  GFB23

Size  325 x 354 mm

Weight  1340 g
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